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1. Introduction
This document describes the project undertaken by PalC Networks for developing a network
Management and Monitoring solution for our client -IP Infusion

1.1.

Introduction to Network Management and Monitoring

In today's world, the term network management and monitoring are widespread throughout the IT
industry. Network management is the process of administering and managing computer networks.
Services provided by this discipline include fault analysis, performance management, provisioning of
networks and maintaining the quality of service. Software that enables network administrators to
perform their functions is called network management software.Network monitoring is a critical IT
process where all networking components like routers, switches, firewalls, servers, and VMs are
monitored for fault and performance and evaluated continuously to maintain and optimize their
availability. One important aspect of network monitoring is that it should be proactive. Finding
performance issues and bottlenecks proactively helps in identifying issues at the initial stage. Efficient
proactive monitoring can prevent network downtime or failures.

2. Network Management and Monitoring Solution
The below diagram represents the high-level overview of the Network Management solution

2.1.

Network Management

The following features are usually requested and seen on most of the network management solutions.
•
•
•

•
•

End-to-end visibility into the health and performance of on-premises, hosted, and cloud
infrastructure
Easily understand the delivery health of cloud services with visualization all along the delivery
path
Quickly see maps of network connections, dependency relationships, and topology
information—built automatically. This also lets us know who and what's connected to your
network, and when and where they’re connected
Gain better understanding of whether complex network devices are performing as expected
Be prepared to recover quickly from hardware faults and human errors with automatic backups
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•

Help ensure devices are configured and operating in compliance with regulatory standards or
open standards.

•

Plan for the future with capacity forecasting and EOS/EOL tracking

2.2.

Network Monitoring

2.2.1. Essential Monitoring
Faulty network devices impact network performance. This can be eliminated through early detection
and this is why continuous monitoring of network and related devices is essential. In effective network
monitoring, the first step is to identify the devices and the related performance metrics to be
monitored. The second step is determining the monitoring interval. Devices like desktops and printers
are not critical and do not require frequent monitoring whereas servers, routers and switches perform
business critical tasks but at the same time have specific parameters that can be selectively monitored.

2.2.2. Protocols
When monitoring a network and its devices, a common good practice is to adopt a secure and nonbandwidth consuming network management protocol to minimize the impact it has on network
performance. Most of the network devices and Linux servers support SNMP(Simple Network
Management Protocol) and CLI protocols and Windows devices support WMI protocol. SNMP is one of
the widely accepted protocols to manage and monitor network elements. Most of the network
elements come bundled with a SNMP agent. They just need to be enabled and configured to
communicate with the network management system (NMS). Allowing SNMP read-write access gives one
complete control over the device. Using SNMP, one can replace the entire configuration of the device. A
network monitoring system helps the administrator take charge of the network by setting SNMP
read/write privileges and restricting control for other users.

2.2.3. Proactive monitoring and Thresholds
Network downtime can cost a lot of money. In most cases, the end-user reports a network issue to the
network management team. The reason behind this is a poor approach to proactive network
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monitoring. The key challenge in real time network monitoring is to identify performance bottlenecks
proactively. This is where thresholds play a major role in network monitoring. Threshold limits vary from
device to device based on the business use case.
Instant alerting based on threshold violations.
Configuring thresholds helps in proactively monitoring the resources and services running on servers
and network devices. Each device can have an interval or threshold value set based on user preference
and need. Multi-level threshold can assist in classifying and breaking down any fault encountered.
Utilizing thresholds, alerts can also be raised before the device goes down or reaches critical condition.

2.2.4. Dashboards and Customization
Data becomes useful only when it is presented clearly to the right audience. It is important for IT
administrators and users to know about critical metrics as soon as they log in. A network dashboard
should provide an at-a-glance overview of the current status of your network, with critical metrics from
routers, switches, firewalls, servers, services, application, URLs, printer, UPS and other Infrastructure
devices. Support for widgets to monitor the required specifics and real-time performance graphs can
help administrators quickly troubleshoot problems and monitor devices remotely.

2.3.

Requirement

The requirement is to build a comprehensive, proactive network management and monitoring solution
ready for deployment in a datacenter.

3. Features to be supported
•
•
•
•

Topology discovery
Interactive dashboard
Node details
Topology viewer

4. Approach
Network management solutions can cater to a large set of appliances and needs. The requirement from
our client identified a certain set of features to be supported and how they interplay with each other
thereby bringing meaningful insight to the data collected.
Using the network monitoring system we have enabled the following:
•
•
•

collect detailed information about the network to produce a detailed network inventory.
can automatically map network topology.
obtain fault, availability, and performance metrics.
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Topology Discovery
Topologies can be discovered using multiple methods – Netconf, SNMP etc. While logging in, one can
enter the range of IP address subnets and the topology matching this subnet will be discovered.

Once the topology is discovered and Netconf or SNMP connectivity is established, the collected logs can
be seen below under the tab of “Previous discoveries”. The current discovery log will indicate which
devices have responded and what is the status of each device.
Interactive Dashboard
The interactive dashboard will provide the network administrator with one page view of the entire
system/topology with each tab having its own GUI. The current details of the topology under purview
with alerts and status of the system will be displayed.

It provides the following:
-

Node & Interface Distribution: Node indicates the different components in the system – routers,
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-

-

-

-

switches, firewalls etc. The distribution will indicate the classification of the components and the
interface distribution will indicate the how the interfaces are classified in the system.
Average CPU usage: Based on each node which is chosen, the average CPU usage is indicated as
a graph. If the CPU usage crosses a certain threshold, an alarm will be raised to the network
administrator.
Average Memory usage: Based on the node chosen, the average memory consumption is
displayed as a graph over time and when it crosses a certain threshold, an alarm will be raised to
the network administrator.
Inventory Management: This tab details the specifics of each node/inventory from learnt from
the topology discovery. The network administrator can perform actions on individual nodes if
there are any alarms.
Topology viewer: It shows a graphical view of the nodes and the interconnections between
them. This is displayed after topology is learnt.
Logs: This tab details all the logs from each of the node in the topology and the network
administrator can search for errors or specific error codes.

Node details
The GUI indicating Node details are expansive and covers every aspect of the node from the network
administrator point of view. It details the topology, IP address, vendor details, port configuration, the
current status of the free/used ports, software information ranging from OS details, version, MAC
address, platform, Manufacturer details and position in the data center.
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If a particular interface is chosen, the details of that interface will be displayed in the GUI. The statistics
ranging from Port number, serial number, DDM support, length, manufacturing date to the controller
information of name, identifiers, encoding algorithms in use etc will be displayed.
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Below this would be system information indicating Fan details, PSU, Temp sensor details, CPU, Hard disk
and Optical summary (if available) will be displayed in its own tab. The following metrics will be
displayed:
-

CPU metrics,
memory usage,
disk usage,
system load ,
total memory consumed
and the total number of processes in the node.

The logs of the node will be displayed at the bottom.
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Topology Viewer:
The topology viewer displays the entire topology and the connectivity from each node to another.

Clicking on a node will display the details of the node such as the node name, vendor, OS information,
Mac address and will also give the administrator an option to open a console to that node for either
configuration or verification.

5. GLOSSARY
CPU

Central Processing Unit

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol
CLI

Command Line Interpreter

EOL

End of Life

NMSNetwork Management System
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